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Speech by Mr. Péter Edvi 

11 June 2003 

 

The FRDI and finding new ways 

 

"To be or not to be," said Hamlet several hundred years ago. Here and now, I say "To be or 

not to be – that is the question" when I think of the future of the FRDI. 

 

Before starting my speech, I'd like to make it clear that it's not my objective to criticise what 

has happened during the past decades. On the contrary, I hold the founders, especially 

Professor Klüwer, and the others in the greatest respect. I should like to express my gratitude 

to them for their enormous work for the FRDI. When I today call for assessments and 

changes, this is not the impatience of the new generation but the pressure of a rapidly 

changing world. 

 

Over 20 years have passed since the beginning and so it is time to take stock of our situation. 

What have we achieved to date? What are our aims, our strengths and our weaknesses? Who 

can we depend on and who cannot be counted on? What major trends are happening around 

us, in our countries, on our continents? To what extent does the revaluation of our 

environment change our lives and our profession? To what extent are we required? Is there a 

place for our profession? To what extent can the FRDI represent the whole profession and is it 

able to safeguard interests? And, finally, is there potential for developing common standards 

and objectives? 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, these are just a few of the questions we not only have to ask ourselves, 

but also find answers to. We must clarify our objectives and our organisation both in 

ourselves and together. If we don't agree on every little detail, that's fine. But what is not okay 

is if we don’t begin a self-assessment and don’t discover our weak points. We must be quite 

clear what the focus of our efforts is. (Figure 1 should be shown here.) 

 

Over recent years, I've seen several types of diagrams describing and classifying our 

profession. In my opinion, we should clarify a few issues and, indeed, this figure does so: 

 

1. Firstly, it's not the profession we should focus on. All our activities should be focused 

on the rider, the patient, the handicapped sportsman or -woman. We work for them, 

for their recovery and for the maintenance of their fitness. 
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2. Secondly, we should clarify the field of authority of the individual professions. I 

believe that everyone should only perform activities permitted by their profession or 

qualification, that is, only physicians and physiotherapists should be entitled to apply 

hippotherapy, and educators and specialist teachers for handicapped children, and 

psychologists should deal with horse riding for educational purposes. 

To be able to deal with parasports, one should be qualified in PE or in riding training.  

Ladies and Gentlemen, I know that for most of you this is an old, boring and obvious 

topic, but I’m sure you are well aware of the serious overlaps in many member states 

of the FRDI. I know of places and institutions both in Hungary and in other parts of 

Europe where this basic principle is not complied with. Enforcing compliance is 

difficult because both the FRDI's general assembly and the national associations fail to 

co-operate in order to provide a common professional basis.  

 

 

I've heard it said many times in recent years that devising unified standards and 

methodologies would cause problems for those of our members who follow different 

principles. I don't believe this would be a problem. The majority would accept FRDI 

standards, and a few would not. This way, those applying different principles would at 

least know exactly to what extent and on what basis they differ. Then, within a few 

years, when these standards are revised, as all standards should be revised from time to 

time, we are likely to see less differences. If someone has a different opinion, they 

may still be regarded as a good professional, and even as a friend. On the basis of my 

experience gathered in the field of science over the past 20 years, I firmly believe that 

time always decides who's right and who's wrong. 

 

3. In this diagram, what is different from the conventional approach is management, 

which embraces the whole spectrum of our activities.  

Professionally speaking, management doesn't count; however, the terms and 

conditions under which we work are substantially influenced by the harmony between 

professional work and management. Anyone who has ever managed an institution is 

well aware of this basic fact, and yet we have a tendency to forget about this when 

developing an organisation or an institution. It is the management who asks the 

questions, whether pleasant or unpleasant. It is often only when people hear the 

questions that they realise what they should have thought of or how much trouble 

could have been saved by asking questions at the right time. 
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Allow me to illustrate our life with the help of a little hedgehog, which has three ways 

of proceeding: (three slides here) 

 a) relaxed, generally defended 

 b) totally defensive 

 c) completely undefended 

 

Obviously, we should do our utmost to ensure that the FRDI makes progress under a) 

relaxed, generally defended conditions. 

Ladies and Gentlemen. We had the privilege to be responsible for the preparation of 

the 11th International Conference on Hippotherapy, which enabled us to have an 

insight into the life of the FRDI, the national organisations and some institutions. It 

came as a surprise to realise how poorly integrated our profession is. It was also a 

surprise to find how little influence, power and financial resources the FRDI has. How 

is this possible? Why does even the smallest national organisation have a larger budget 

than the international body that integrates our profession throughout the world? A new 

financial policy is urgently needed which would enable us to place the FRDI on a 

more stable financial basis. To this end, we should identify funds available from large 

international organisations. The FRDI was registered in Brussels but, to the best of my 

knowledge, we have never received any funds from the European Union, which also 

has its headquarters in Brussels. Obviously, additional sponsors could be sought, such 

as the WHO, the Rockefeller Foundation and so on. And neither should an increase in 

the membership fees be excluded. In any event, it is an untenable situation that our 

annual budget should be limited to the maintenance of an office in Australia and to 

paying the telephone and mailing costs. Nothing should be considered taboo. I have 

reviewed all the documents available with regard to the foundation but to me it was 

not clear whether we should have a Belgian citizen in the Board of Directors, or 

whether it is sufficient to have an address in Belgium. Under any circumstances, it 

would be useful if the person representing us in Belgium would also deal with the 

potential for EU funding. Or should we transfer our office in Australia to Brussels?  

 

I should like to repeat that it is not my intention to criticise or offend anybody. I am 

fully aware of the enormous efforts that had to be made to establish an international 

organisation. And once again, I should like to emphasise the debt of gratitude we owe 

to those who actually did this work. Assessing and evaluating the situation are merely 

a continuation of this work, just as we will have to evaluate the work done this year 

and in all subsequent years. 
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Personnel issues should also be mentioned. I think that only people should be 

nominated for the offices of the FRDI who will and can work actively for the whole 

term of office (3 years), people who can devote 10-20 hours a week to such work. We 

must elect people who can allow themselves the luxury of voluntarily employing their 

professional knowledge intensively in the work of an international organisation, and 

do so with pleasure. At elections, not only should the suitability of the nominee be a 

criteria, but also the amount of time they can offer to the FRDI. If we wish to build a 

better alliance, if we wish to devise programmes and standards, provide training and 

further training, possibly grant scholarships, then this is a great deal of work which 

those who wish to assume office must be aware of. They should also know that they 

cannot count on much outside help.  

 

There are basic problems which we have to overcome. All the world’s international 

organisations are structured in a way that national organisations form the international 

organisation. It is not possible for several organisations from one country to be full 

members. However, I can imagine that for a transitional period multiple membership 

could be possible for certain countries, but is it important from the aspect of both the 

FRDI and individual countries that national organisations are created. When 

organising this conference, we found out how difficult it is to ensure an information 

flow if there are no national organisations. In several countries different organisations 

compete with each other which has negative consequences. For example, the FRDI’s 

invitation is not forwarded to the rival camp. We received several desperate phone 

calls in recent weeks from all corners of the world saying that they had only found out 

the date and location of the conference, and whether it was still possible to apply with 

a speech or a poster. When in such cases we asked how it was possible that they had 

only learnt about the conference then, we heard one astonishing story after the other 

which in the final analysis tells about professional and human competition, and about 

unwillingness to help each other's work. Although I think that it belongs to the internal 

affairs of a country how and in which form they establish their national organisation, 

and whether they call such an organisation a national organisation or task force or 

anything else, the FRDI should, however, guide member countries in the right 

direction.  

Then what happened to us a few days ago could not happen. A very questionable 

institution in Hungary has suddenly started advertising itself as a member of the FRDI. 

More than 400 members of our national organisation are concerned as they had 

believed until now that FRDI membership was a sign of professional and moral 
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integrity. Many people worldwide think that for 60 USD a year (supporting 

membership) the FRDI is distributing a trademark, a classification. And don't tell me 

now that this is not what we thought. The rules have not been laid down, approved, 

and neither have they been observed.  

Who admitted them and why? Because they just applied? Congratulations! 

Again I should like to stress that the FRDI should help to create national associations 

which could be full members of the FRDI. Anybody else could only be supporting 

members – for a lot of money. 

 

At the same time we can see for the first time some willingness to co-operate. We see 

that in the Benelux countries people started to think together, there are signs of the 

first initiatives between Italy and Spain, and Hungary joined Germany's and Austria's 

traditional co-operation in recent years. These are the first encouraging steps that may 

lead towards somebody attending training in Austria also being acknowledged in 

Germany, Switzerland and Hungary – and maybe within a few years everywhere due 

to uniform training, examinations and standards. 

 

If for no other reason, we should start conciliation now as we believe there is hardly 

any world organisation where this has not happened. 

 

We have to work out a training and examination system for the FRDI. On this basis 

the FRDI should announce and launch training and further training courses. The FRDI 

should create examination committees and introduce uniform standards for 

examinations. If the courses have a serious professional background, success will be 

certain. You won’t believe how quickly FRDI diplomas will become prestigious. 

We also have to set up a certification system and certification committees. The 

certification committee should visit the countries, and certify therapeutic locations and 

professional work according to standards. 

Towards the end of my speech, I should like to summarise future tasks for the FRDI: 

1. We have to make an assessment of the FRDI's operation, professional status, 

organisational structure, membership system and financial status. 

2. Taking the assessment and international standards into account, the constitution 

should be amended. (This is in part already in progress.) 

3. The financial status of the FRDI should be settled. The membership fees should be 

increased slightly, but the so-called supporting membership fees should be raised 

to at least 1,200 EUR/year. We should examine what funds are available for the 
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FRDI from various world organisations, from the European Union, and from 

governments. Depending on the application system, the FRDI may have to submit 

applications by itself, and sometimes together with other national organisations. A 

marketing expert or company should be assigned with the representation of the 

FRDI, possibly for a certain percentage. 

4. We should work out the FRDI's demanding professional standards, curricula and 

examination system. The FRDI should announce courses and examinations on its 

own behalf. 

5. The FRDI should work out its own certification system and create certification 

committees who work and certify institutions for a fee. 

6. The research and development of the profession must be supported. An academic 

committee may also be set up. 

7. In co-operation with national and international organisations more professional 

and public events should be organised. 

8. Joint action should be taken to ensure that health insurance funds finance our 

work. 

9. Members of the board should be people who are both professionally suitable and 

have the right personal qualities to lead the organisation, and who, prior to their 

election, undertake to the general assembly that until the expiry of their mandates 

they can devote sufficient time and energy to the service of the FRDI. 

10. The general assembly should personally elect the chairman of the FRDI, the vice 

chairman and the members of the board. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I ask and propose that, along with our hard everyday work, we 

should devote ourselves to the further development of the FRDI, to increasing its 

importance, and to making its professional and human operation more calculable and 

organisable. After all, today we only have to face ourselves (last two illustrations), but 

tomorrow we must face each other, and the generations that come after us.  

 

Thank you for your attention. 


